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Library Of Souls: The Third Novel Of
Miss Peregrine's Peculiar Children

Time is running out for the Peculiar Children. With a dangerous madman on the loose and their
beloved Miss Peregrine still in danger, Jacob Portman and Emma Bloom are forced to stage the
most daring of rescue missions. They'll travel through a war-torn landscape, meet new allies, and
face greater dangers than ever. Will Jacob come into his own as the hero his fellow Peculiars know
him to be?
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Reading a trilogy is a gamble. The first book introduces the characters, the setting and the plot; the
second creates the tension and drama that drives the story to a â€œcliffâ€• from which the reader
hangs until the final novel arrives and that installment brings to a conclusion the questions,
mysteries raised in the first two installments with the heroes having faced life-threatening situations
(sometimes) successfully. If the trilogy is a â€œsuccess,â€• by its completion the reader will feel: as
satisfied as if they had completed an arduous journey, sad to say goodbye to people with whom
they had traveled but joyful at having experienced a trip whose memories will last a life time. In all
aspects, this book was a fitting completion of a most satisfying trilogy. The â€œcliffâ€• from which we
were left hanging at the end of Hollow City was in a station of the London â€œtubeâ€• at the present
time (Jacob, Emma, et al, having been forced through a time loop into this moment) amidst the
smoke and rubble of a fierce battle fought with the wights. The survivors of the fight were facing a
Hollowgast (a monster created when a Peculiar acts against his/her nature) who was intent on
devouring them. The resolution of that moment was shocking and seemed overly contrived but was

fitting for the story arc. The next 48-72 hours were relentless for Jacob and his crew as they
searched for their missing companions and mentors. As they searched London the side streets and
familiar sights were welcoming while holding the potential for danger. Eventually, Jacob and his
crew meet Sharon, a peculiar Peculiar who would take them through a loop to The Devilâ€™s Acre,
â€œthe most retched slum of Victorian England,â€• where their friends were taken.

Well this volume was a truly satisfying conclusion to the Peculiar trilogy, if a sad send off. I want
more of this world, dang it! LOL It ties up all plot threads, adds more to the mythology of the Peculiar
world, gives explanations where needed, and gives us a rousing, nail-biting conclusion that had me
on the edge of my seat.My particular favorite of this book was how much it built of the Peculiar world
and its various â€œpeculiaritiesâ€•. The bit with the souls, how theyâ€™re stolen, and their ultimate
uses especially made me shiver. They actually physically disturbed me. Seeing how this aspect of
Peculiar life impacts everything else was eye opening. It determines how Peculiars live and survive
now, what their various ultimate fates could be, and how they eventually die.I also loved all the
depth we get to Peculiar history and folklore. We learn all the answers for how Hollows came about
and get to see into the stronghold of them and the Wights. The actual body that is the title of the
book, the Library of Souls, was a very intriguing idea. What could really be called a religion for
Peculiars gave the overall story such body and depth. It adds a mystical element to the story and
world that I loved.The characters were just as vibrant and real to me as in previous volumes. I loved
exploring all our established characters. Getting an eye into Jacobâ€™s powers as they grew and
expanded was especially interesting. His powers play a pivotal role in the bookâ€™s ending but not
in a way that one would expect. I was very pleasantly surprised. I also loved getting to explore
Emmaâ€™s and Almaâ€™s pasts more as well.I also enjoyed meeting some new faces who would
play big roles in the overall story.
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